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The r Midd s-aged men and women to change, their minds about

what they want out of life has emerged, as a new and legitimate demand.

Human developmental choices do not stop with marriage or after forty.

There/ markedincrease in secend career

for thohr over thirty ;five.

On one hand we are being told that the mandatory retirement age is

nawseventy. On the other hand, life expectancy .continues to rise and

people plan to retire earlier than ever before. A person born in

1900 could expect to spend enly sixteen yeare;of someth

other. than earning a living; forcine born in 1970 the period rises to

twenty-seven years. (24) The number of years immediately before and

after retirement ist equivalent tc the time spent in preparation for

-) living. 20) At age sixty-five, life'eXpectasay is 15.3 years. (25)

To top it all, the spry sixty-five-year-olds of each recent generation

seem to in much better physical and mental shape than the ones before:,

The implications for the obwmunity college in terms,of these two groups

of fople are astounding. Older, Americans have for many years supported

an educational system in which they have had little or no opportunity'to

partipipate. (21) The day is coining, or is perhaps already here,.when

then __older adults will demand their plate. in higher education. The

ity college is the logical choice to provide servicel? meet the

vocations and search 'for newex nd phenomenon of people chang

OA:age in life.

This paper will focus primarily With the first groupabovel thooe

adults who turn to the community college for assistance in some sort of

.mid-life career c -44rich of the information, however, 1.6 equally

applicable to the'group of young-6,1d retirees -who turn to the community

college'for help in finding new challenges, and intereSte in life.



OVERVIEW

Older, adults are returning to the campus ever-inckeasing numbers.

These. are adults who, for whatever reason` want to change Careers or life

patterna in'midlife.'.Someof these adults may: feel that they,are in a

mid -life crisis. Others, as Sheehy (23) points:out, y'be in transition

from one life stage to anotheri

The traditional irreversibility of a single career has.giVen way td
_

career - hopping. AccordingAo Hoenninger this. is due to changes in-
,

-Job requirements, early-,completion of families, th&ability'to work and

study simultaneously,Ithe desire to.lead alnore satisfying life, early

retirement, liberalized pension plans, anda, rise in the available social'

security benefits.

Entine (5) indicates that there are four influences leading to mid-life

redirection. The first of these has been the effect of the women's movement

upon work role and life styles of women. The second is technological change.

The third is unemployment and recession. He says that one-half of the

unemployed are persons in mid-life. The fourth influence is retirement'.

)The retirement age is dropping but life expectancy is growing, This creates

what Bernice Neugarten calls the young-old,of healthy, educated; newly.

retired people who are looking for new and varied,life options.

KiMmel (11) seems to sum Up. the trends in society that'increase the

importance of adult transitionss'

1. A longer life span andia growing propbrtion of =the total

population that are older people.
2. More leisure time and earlier retirement
3. Better health, health care and education if adults.

4. More emphasis on the quality of life.
5. Greater tolerance for varied life styles.

The response on the part of community colleges to these developments

in society will center around more mid-life vocational counseling, more

leisure counseling programs, more wido f er counseling, and more preretirement

workshops. These will be in additio to the services alreadyoffered and

well established, ..such as-family mar tal counseling, academic advising, etc.

This author firmly agrees wit Quirk (22), who states that educational

opportunities should beavailable ougnout the life span, not only to

prepare the individual for future ifs, but also to guide her/him through

)
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.each. stage. of_life. Even n_-zberg, -the noted vocational tebris

revised his theory and now says that occupational decision-making 16 an

open-ended process that can co-exist throughout an individual's work life..

k 22 suggests that the worlds of learning and earning need to

integrate& with the option to do both throughout life.

In this sense we might want to take a look a .our vocational training

programs, at entry level. PeFhaps, as 1401111se (16) suggests, =we- should

training people for multiple careers, since any one occu5ation may not

represent the work` _of an individual's life; The whole idea behind

developmental change is that things can never be settled once and fo

ail. (23).

q!Banion (18) finds the task of helping students with vocational concerns

difficult. He contends that the community .college must be adept at helping

students make educational and vocational choices that appeRr consistent with

both-their characteristics and the era in which they live, yet in this day

of open-endedness there is a great danger in having students finalize plans

that will reduce their flexibility in Luture years

A myth operates that adds to the complexity of the ,problem. As O'Neill

(21) indicates, many of us buy into the idea that if we' can just make the

"right" choices as a young adult, we -will be home safe by the time we are

in our late thirties or early forties. If we just make the "right" choices,

we will be guaranteed fulfillment for, therest of our life. Even though

be

9

we see increasing evidence that this is a myth and not a fact, the idea

persists., How is-Jit possible to know at twenty what one will want at age

forty? Or,age fifty? It is difficult enough finding out at twenty what

one wants at twenty!!

Sheehy (23) thinkp that we will have made progress when we come to think

not as signifying failure, but as .a realistic way to

Eandel (14) corroborates that view. He maintains that

serial careers

prolong vitality.

We use many terms- -adult education, continuing'-eduoation; lifelong learning,

recurrent education, or whatever --but -that. the net result is that we are

exploring alternative social mechanisms for the continuous education cf



entire population. He gdes on to say that the-United 'States has "a

-.long_hitstory_of resistance against long-range p4ndingr and is only now

' beginning to consider adult education as a potentially fruitful area for

attention. He suggpets a holistit system of education that would enable,

the entire -citizenry to pre-adapt, adapt, ande-adap to change..

cnillan claims that when an individual is satisfied with ter/his

eer, all is well. It is when some sort of dissatisfaCtiOn develops

'hat the individual usually ,attempts to ra-evaluate her/his position in

the world of work.

Heddesheilir (9) 'has an interesting suggestion for looking at the

sources of preisure for change iii job. She suggests that pressure can

come from the environment in-the form of-family pressures divorce-, death,

kids leave home), job pressures (loss of job, demand of employer to upgrade

skills, milit#y retirement), or societal,pressUred, (job satisfaction, the

need to -make something of yourself"). Pressure can also come from the

self in the sense that the person is:looking'for more satisfaction, wants

to be more productive, more oreative,'.or whatever. To the degree that

these pressures from the environment and fromthe .self operate, they

'produce one of four career patternss

HIGH

Pressures fro_ e

HIGH

Routine Career Pattern Self-Deternined
career Pattern

SituationallY-determined Self-directed

career pattern Accommodation
career pattern

I

-

I.
In a routine career tte in, there

only an uneventful series of job changes.

ohange, perhaps



In a self-determined career pattern, change is brought about as a result

of the individual's desire to change rather than the change being forced

by environmental pressures. Reasons might include desire far more challenge

or interest, more leisure, or more economic gain. Mary people seeking a

mid-career shift fall into this category.

A person in a situationally determined career pattern lacks self-drive.,

Job changes- are determined by the environment. Military, men who reach

retirement, without ever having considered civilian opportunities for

employment are in this category.

The individual %n a self -directe accommodation .career pattern shapes the

work .ituation in the ice of 4nvironMental pressures to change jobs

ASSESSMENT.

McMillan (16) contends that the first step in looking at the possibility

of finding a second career is a careful assessment of oneself in relation to

e- what one does for a living. Is it the kind of work involved or the particular

job that i5 discouraging? re thinks that the job should be considered an

instrument rather than an end in itself.. indicate that other steps

to be considered in choosing a second car are to consider one's own

value system, and to look carefully at th: discrepancy between one's

original aspirations and level of aohieve at mid-course.

Heddesheimer (9) reminds us also to be aware that ambivalence usually

accompanies occupational change: While moving away from one thing, we art

moving tpward another. There may be a sense of loss at leaving a job

behind, but also relief to be free of the negative aspects of that job.-

Where may be excitement but also fear about the new, the untried, the

'unknown.

As par
V

t of some future scenario 'Andel (14 predicts that wince lifelong

learning is essential to self -fulfilment, some means will allow for easy

exit from and reentry into the labor force,so that the individual can enjoy

educational opportunity without suffering loss of income or prestige. Closely

related to this will be a high degree of tolerance for varying life styles.



Individuals of any age will be able to move in and out of the labor and

learning fbrces, shift consumption standards and change rblationships

without suffering excessive social, economic, or legal penaltieS.

It is never too late--or to early - -to learn to shift gedre. (21)

-A iLT STUDENTS

Adult learning ability does not slack off in a generalized way; it is

in the ability to absorb unfamiliar or inapplicable material that a loss

is noticed later in life. (23) Doctors are now finding! that many diminishing

:capacities are simply caused by disuse, rather than an inevitable and-fixed

biological decline,sand that these capacities, even thoSe of our,braini,

be appreciably modified by outside means throughout life. Although toe

'muter of neurons--brain cells--each person has' is set at birth, the

quantity of certain other cells in the brain increases as it matures, and

continues to increase with experience and new skills we acquire. Stimulation,

activity and increased blood SRN can all help our brains to function better.

In other words, if you think your brain is too old and slim for you to learn

anything new or take on a new career., you are simply wrong. (20)

According to O'Banion (18), adult students of today are sobered but not

subdued, concerned but not collected, and socially conscious, though highly

individualized. Gallagher (7) reports that. the adult may bring maturity

and experience to the college scene, but may still have a greater need for

counseling than her/his younger counterpart. Studies done by Nejedlo in

1974 and Thompson in 1971-and repbrted in Krings.(13) found fiv'e.major

.differences b weep adult and youth:

.1 In the learning setting, the adult student has a different

self-concept; he is'used to more independence and responsibility.

2 The adult has had more experience because she/he has lived longer.

3 The young person enters education with the idea of postponed use

of learning4; the adult has been used to problem-solving procedures

which cause her/him to want to use learnings immediately.

4) Young: students typically confront similar developmental tasks,

whereas the adult population is more varied in age range, hence

more varied in develoimental stages.
5) Youth are not typically as motivated to learn as adult



O'Brien (19) declares that a adult student faces differences which

focus on vocational and academic factors and on personal-social adjustment.

_The academic factor in particulaa:a that of being unfamiliar with -formal

Adatdeinstruction and the rigorous demands ©f learning,

obstacles for the adult returning to school.

Another difference reported. by Kring that adults are more

keenly aware og the Importance of career-planning. -Adults may feel thaC
3

learning for. the sake of le4ning is frivolous and an unjustifiable

expense. _Finances are often a central concern for the Adult student.

Sheehy ( en, saying that the "1 should" at twenty gives way to the

"I want" 'o _ty and becomes "1 must" at forts. Along these same.

lines, Hoe (10) cautions that there is-a sense of extreme importance

attached to decisions made by people in mid-life. Be careful not to let

a parson discard a lifestyle that can be recycled.

Neugarteh in Ullmann (25) says that fOr p °pie between fprty.and seventy

the perception shifts from seeing the enyironme _as one that rewards boldness

and risk-taking to a perception of the environment as complex and dangerous.

There is an increasing concern with inner life, a preoccupation with personal

needs, a withdrawal fro;.: cempleX involvement with other people in the

environment.

Heddesheimer (9) claims that the shifts in the view of one's self and

one's world that happen in middle age are different for men and women She

sees men moving fr a focup on mastering the outer world to a more ssive

and introspective (nurturing) stance. Ifomen, on the other hand, who have

been passive and nurturing, from forty on are more concerned with conquering

the world and mastering themselves and a job.

Marjorie Fiske (Lowenthal in Entine (5) concludes that men have more in

common with other men in facing mid-life change and women with other women

than -nen and women do facing similar changes simultan4ously. She finds a

key difference in their networks of personal resources; she thinks women

tend to adapt better to change than men because women have developed better
A
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network= of nterpersonal resources in terms of friends, fellow workers,

relativ s, and professional Counselors. She finds that mefi of middle agc

have we er interpersonal relations to serve as a resource against crisis.

It would 'be a mistake of great magnitude io lung all adults of middle

age or at mid-life in one pot and pronounce.a sentence of equal treatment

nd_ =C 6el -far411. In-counseling adults it is important to remember

that they have divergent needs. Grabowski (8) tells us of

which specified these needs, some of which seem special to

i. lack of self confidence in one's ability, to learn
2. unrealistic expectations of the program
3. conflicting values and attitudes.
4. theoretical or irrelevant learning tasks,
5. _seeking help too fate or in the wrong, places
6. lack of efficient reading/study habits
7. press of time
8. significance of long-range goals
9. implications of family life
10. greater life experiences
11, employment and job circumstances
12. mechanics of attending class
13. past memories as obstacles
14. voluntary basis of continuing education
15. lack of continuity with faculty and counseloi

Porter

adults::

s study

In condlusion of this section, it seems that the community college is

rapidly becoming the great distributive agency in American education. (3)

Here the student can make a fuller and perhaps more accurate inventory of

her/his characteristics; test her/his aptitudes and interests. Here the

individual can revise vocational and educational plans by bringing them

more nearly ii line with her/his reasonable expectatioris. The student is

likely to do these things effectively only if the college recognizes the

process of self-discovery as one of its principal purposes, and if the

institution's personnel services are adequate in scope and quality to

give the student the necessary assistance.



PROBLEMS V

O'Banion (18) states, "To date there has,been a paucity.of research

in the area ,of student services."' Thia.makes it difficult to draw

meaningful conclusions about their effectiveness. Berry (2) agrees

that there is hardly any,worthwhile documentation of a research nature

about counbeling -adults in education. Some studies -are beginning to

appear, but many of them deal only with women.

Grabowski (6) -suggests two studies worth noting. The first was done

in Louisiana in 1966-67. It concluded that guidance and counseling does

assist the student in the areas of education, occupation and social

relations. The secrd study-examined-the guidance program of the Lo

Angeles City Adult Schools. The study founds

'1 a predominance of educational over \Ideational counse

2 extremely limited informational services
3 inadequate data on the student's personal, social and

mental status
4) little attention given to the student's vocational interests,

aptitudes, preferences, personality, out -of- chool activities

or work experience
5) too much expenditure of Working time on rout ie clerical duties

because of personnel shortages .

6) lack of suitable training and experience among about half the
guidance counselors

7) poor provisions for follow-up services

Grabowski (8) goes on to say that even at the institutions where th

were trained and qualified counselors, their load-was overwhelming. He

found the ratio at one of the better institutions to be 1 to 600. He

indicates that at some'of -Lice major institutions the ratio is much larger,

He adds that another problem is that many administrators mouth the need for

and the usefulness of counselors, but they don't back up their words with

dollars.

Krings (13) thinks that a Major'obstacle.to developing a viable

counseling program for adult learners involves the visibility and

accessibility of the counseling center itself. She contends that-a

progressive counseling center must extend, its open hours in order to



serve all-Students. This author would add that 'counseling services should

be taken to where the clients /students find it easy to utilize the services,

(To expect an adult student to find'her/his. way to a counseling center in a

pertain building on a certain campus at a certain time of day is totally.

unrealistic.

Other diffiC,Ulties center around misinformation. As Mrs. Montgomery (17)

said "The right hand doesn't know what the left hand is doing." (She Pg'e'd

the sane question of three different peoPle regarding the transferability

of a course, and was given three different answers!)

A further problem seems to, be that there are so many special interest

groups who need special help. Minority groups, women, foreign students,

veterans, the handicapped, all have special needs. It is suggested (1)

that there be a specialist in women's affairs for every 1,000 female

students enrolled. EXtend that figure to all special groups and the

implications are tremendous!

Hardee is cited in Q'Banion (18) with respect to views held by facullor

,A0members who fail to be enthusiastic about counselors1
-

1) The view that the relationship between teacher, and student
is a near-sacred one, a private affair with no interference'
from the counsiclor.

2) The view that "anYbody can counsel" and that "an occasional
pat on the back" is all that is needed.

3) The 'iew that students who are old enough to come to college
are Mature enough to have solved all their problems; thus,
there:is little need fer any professionally trained counselors
on the college staff.

4) The view that only a few students really, need the professional
,counselor's help, and counselors may be using these as objects
of clinical experiments.

5) The view that, since there are counselors on campus, the teachers
can leave to them mwt student problems, especially any concern
for the "Whole student". The faculty member can be concerned
only with lectures, exahinations, and scholarly-papers.

6) The view that faculty advisement taken hldli nceded time away
from teaching, and the tc lcher is too sward trying to be a
good teacher to be a o be an advisor to students also.



Aldough some of those ,_views are directed more toieard four-year ,institutions,

some observations seem equally pertinent to the community college.

COunselors also hold disabling viewssuch asi

1) The view that the counselor alOne has discovered the "total
individual". 'Such counselors assume that the faculty member,
immersed in a subject field, has no real knowledge of the
student and no wish to acquire such knowledge.

2. The view that the counselors on campus represent a very
select circle, who can communicate only within the group,
and that outside this group are the other people-teachers,
administrators, etc.

3) The y eu that all students need- coons ,regardiess of
whet -er they feel they do. A motto for thisyould'be, "We
wil help you with your problem, even to finding one for you."

)

4) The view that faculty members(are well-intentioned but
misguided and inept and, th fore, mishandle student
problems. Counselors need o "protect" students from
them

5 The view that there are only a small Select number of students
with interesting proble that can be fruitfully used in
professional circles. -)'run of the mill" stuff is not
for them.

6) The view that the faculty should not be included in counseling
or academic advisement, because students tend to think of them
as counselors and in doing so hurt the counseling profession
and its work.

0,Banion clearly states that views such as these have no place in the

community college and violate its spirit. (i3)

An unspoken criticism is often that the results of counseling can

not beconcretely seen. McMillan cautions us to remember that counsel

is an exploratory process to which the professional brings her/his knowle

of humawdevelopment and the world of work for the adult client to consider

In order to determine her/his own goals'and aspirations. There are no

guarantees that the process will terminate in the client having all

questions answered or that they will in fact change careers. What should

develop is a relationship in -which ,the exchae of information and insights

leads to an analysis on the part of the client so tit they undenAand what

it takeb to get where they- want to go. (16)



STUMM L pRoGRAms

O'Banion claims that the compell purpose- of the student, personnel

services is the individualiZing of the total impact of the college community

upon each individual student. He goes on to say that the first requiSite of

a good student personnel program ina junior college is a favorable, climate

of opinion concernar both it and the junior college as reflected in the

attitudes held by the staff members and students. A second requirement-

and an bblous one--is that of qualified personnel. A third and last

requirement is that student personnel services be organized in a manes

that enables them to permeate the 'entire campus. There is considerable

difference of opinion as to whether centralizeleserviCes or decentralized

services4est serve, the purpose. Implementation of student personnel

programs differs from college tocollege, but the. emphasis:on services

that facilitate effective student development remains constant. (18)

More specifically, Grabowski (83) suggests these guidance roles:

1. aid in the adjustment of the individual adult learner by
providing .a climate in each set of learning experienc!s
which promote desirable learner adjustment.

integrate occupational, educational and personal - social
j4stment Information into the adult learner's experience.

3. encourage the adult learner§ to avail themselves of the
guidance, programs.

4. provide inforthation to help keep the adult learners personal
records current;

5. be alert tdthe use of cbmmunity agency facilities that may
assist in reaching the objectives of the guidance program.

6. assist the adult learners in developing and maintaining a.
pattern of attitudes and behavior that facilitate maximum
learn_

Another way to understand the role of the counselor is to examine

tasks the counselor performs. Grabowski (8) suggests theses

assist in course selection; help make long-range educational or
vocational plans; help define and resolve; personal problems;
select, administer, score tests and interpret results; take
care of publicity, advertising, recruiting, registering and
whatever else needs do



Collins (3) delineates some t enty-one essential student personnel

functions in order to effect des ed behavioral change. They ares

Orientation Functions
1. Precollege Informations didSe

clients and their parenti.

Student Induction, geographi
pSychological orientation.
oup orientaations stud
planning, rules and reign tins.

4. Career I ormations help ow occupational choice. i

tion Of Wormation-to prospec

academic, social, attitudinal and

a

a, test interpretation, educational

AppraiSal Functions

5 Personnel,recordss cumulati?e file of educational, psr helogical,

physical, personal development

6. Educational testings aptitude, intereats, Values, ac evement4 diagnostic

7. Applicant appraisals, subsuMes all devices to effect proper placement

and tb agrist students in decision-making and planting

7a,. Health Appraisals health records, health counsel

Consultation Functions
8, Student counselings clarifying, decision

resolving problems -

9. Student advisements selection of courses, transfer, study wetho4s

10. Applicant consul bags information pertinent to interpretation of

tests and other data

for lating plans,

Participation Functions
11. Co-curricular activitiess

cups, any activity that
development

12. Student self-governments

cult_ !s.activi 1 interest

con _ butes to duration growth and

citizenship train

Regulation Functions
13. Student registrations registration, c

14. Academic regulations probation policies,

petitions for readmission
15. Social regulationss. social amenitiea,

Service Functions

hdrawals
for graduation,

d ethical conduct

16. Financial aides /loans, scholarships, part-time jobs, budget management

17. Placements employment for students and prospective employers

Organizational Functions
18. Program articulations_ 2-way flow with feeder schools and cleges of

transfer, lines of communication with community

19. In-service educations consultants,,r9search, workshops, sem

20. Program evaluations follow-up, devel4ment'of norms

21. Administrativt organizations adequate staffing, housing, 'evaluation,

and effective relation to total mission of the college



Banion (18) su gest's B__ off' student persodne

function:.

I' Routine services FOR students and college
Colleges are really run by clerks: catalogs, calendars, schedule
records, transcripts, enrollment lists grades, books, 'Money, etc
Most of this work can be done more accurately and more rapidly
by good clerks than by preoccupied professionals-v.

II pfessional services for students (by Working with students)
making decisions choosing major,:career plans, select courses,
schdlarships, health, friends, sex, help shapspersonal philosophy
These functions require counselors,-peychologiSts, physicians,
nurses, social workers, placement-officers; activity directors,
financial aid officers, tutors,ete,

III ollege-community activities with students
work with students and towspeople tordevelop new dimensions.

In concl 00Banion (18) says that the effective accomplishment of the

goals of a college requires the provision of services that meet student

needs, an organizatiO4 of, services into a pattern that is compatible with

the character of. the college, and administration of the services in'waYs

that are mutuali supportive, and that collectively reinforce college

goals.
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